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ARCHIVING CONNECT
100% Automated Electronic
Document Archiving Solution

Are you looking for a solution
which

will

save

you

time

and money in archiving your
accounting documents?
If you run a company for which
electronic archiving does not
mean simply storing files in a
PC and are looking for a more
integrated system to organize
your accounting documents,
then

Archiving

Connect

exactly what you require!

is

Key benefits
Through ARCHIVING Connect you will gain
\\Save 1€-3€ per document from Day One, thanks to:
`` Printing costs reduction (paper, ink, consumables etc)
`` Time savings from the reduced administration time
`` Physical storing/archiving space reduction (folders,
warehouses etc)
\\Greater Security by using digital storage
\\Improve your business’s CSR strategy by promoting
environmental-friendly policies
And, in addition to the above, you may expect a Return on
Investment within three (3) months1 only!

Based on
the average of
our customers
who use it
1

Archiving Connect: Key Features

Automated Electronic Archiving of
\\All the documents you issue (invoices, dispatch
notes, receipts, even cheques) with no change in your
daily business flow,
\\All documents you receive (electronic and/or
print)
\\Any attachment together with the
corresponding accounting documents (costs’ analysis,
purchase orders, relevant documentation etc)
\\All documents from one or multiple
subsidiaries of a Group All necessary tax details
(tax mechanism files? or electronic signatures)

Archiving Connect: Key Features

Greater control
\\Easy use of approval flows regarding the
auditing of documents issued/received
\\Automated updates and reports at each
step of the electronic archiving process - from the
number of documents archived to the number of
documents expected to be attached...

Greater Flexibility
\\Control which documents you print, according
to the type of copy and the kind of document
\\Save time in searching for documents by granting
easy access to selected company users, defining each user’s
access rights

Archiving Connect: Key Features

e-Invoicing READY!
\\Go one step further: send all invoices to your
customers automatically and electronically through
the Paperless Connect service, which guarantees
the delivery of your invoices,
\\or simply send your invoices by e-mail.

Advantages
Why use Archiving Connect?
\\We at IS Impact have been dedicated to simplifying
business-to-business commerce and transactions for the last
15 years.
\\We develop solutions meant to cover all your
current and future requirements, offering state-of-the-art
customer service and after-sales service.
\\Archiving Connect has been successfully
implemented, both on small installations and on installations
of great infrastructure
\\Archiving Connect has been adopted both
by Greek and Multinational companies
\\Archiving Connect has been recognized
as a leading for its technological and business solution
and is 100%supported by our company

Τechnical details
Archiving Connect Advance Technology
\\No printing or digitization (scanning) of the documents
is required for their electronic archiving. Documents are
automatically generated in PDF format.
\\The solution is independent from the company’s
technological infrastructure (ERP), tax mechanisms
or printing environment (laser or dot matrix printer, pre-printed
or blank paper)
\\Fast and easy deployment in just 3 simple steps: install
Software, set as printer and Start the electronic archiving!
\\Automatic, real-time document creation in PDF
format and electronic archiving, regardless of the number
of issuing points
\\Optimized PDF size so as not to improve archiving efficiency
\\Smart PDF information reading mechanism for
automatic electronic document archiving and/or creation
of a structured document (e.g. xml)
\\Smart reading and correlation of digitized documents
mechanism (e.g. signed dispatch notes) through 2D Barcode
technology (optimum reading reliability)

\\Covers all printings (emf/pcl) and offers full printout
control
\\Integration with third party systems e.g. document
management, ERP, and scanning solutions – Possible access from
the ERP
\\Runs as a local application or in cloud infrastructure

Add-Ons
Want even more?
The platform also covers:
\\The electronic and automatic Archiving:
`` of other types of documents, e.g. cheques, receipts
of portable invoicing documents XVAN
`` of dispatch notes signed by your customers
`` of all physical documents’ archive from previous years
\\The easy access to the physical archive of signed
copies of dispatch/return notes
\\The conversion of document printing from Dot Matrix
to LASER
\\The ability to export information from the PDF in
order to send it to your customers
\\Combine it with the Paperless Connect service and
the EDI for automated reception and data entering of incoming
electronic invoices

Customers
Some of the companies that have implemented it

Testimonials
Our cooperators share their experience
of Archiving Connect with us

The Archiving Connect solution of IS Impact, has fully covered our needs for electronic archiving of our
documents issued both from our head office, and our 14 retail shops as well as the documents received
from our suppliers. This way we have a very strong yet easily used tool, which has seriously saved us time
and space, but has also impressively saved us time in searching and retrieving archived documentation.
Ms Efstathia Marmagioli, Accounting Manager, Praktiker Hellas

Testimonials
Our cooperators share their experience
of Archiving Connect with us

The application Paperless@connect of Impact, ha led Pharmathen SA to move onto electronic sending of
invoices both to customers abroad and to those based in Greece and has also led to the electronic archiving
of documents.
The implementation f the project has optimized the invoicing procedure and customer service has reduced
the bulk of consumed paper in unnecessary printing and will significantly reduce operating costs, by
promoting the company’s ecological policy and responsibility even more.
Mr Konstantinos Papaioannou, Group CIO & Mr. Tsapatoris Vasilios,
Business Applications Supervisor, Pharmathen SA

Archiving Connect

And your benefits
go even further!
Reverse Archiving
100% reliability and quality in the
conversion of all past documents
into electronic format

Proof of Delivery
Electronic archiving of signed
documents and delivery monitoring

Incoming Archiving
Electronic archiving of the incoming
electronic invoices

Archiving Connect
Reverse Archiving
100% reliability and quality in the
conversion of all past documents
into electronic format

Is access to the physical archive of past
accounting documentation difficult and is
their retrieval a hard job too?
Would you rather have more security
through a full and reliable electronic copy
of all your documents issued in the past?
Archiving Connect is able to convert all
your physical archive into an electronic
one fast and easy without even having to
do any scanning.

Archiving Connect - Reverse Archiving

Benefits
Which are the benefits of Reverse Archiving

Significant time
savings: direct access
to past accounting

One access point for all

documents, rather

accounting documents, including

than having to spend

past ones

15 to 30 minutes per
document2 as it is

A reliable and safer

usually the case during

solution in relation to the

traditional retrieval of

physical archive, which is normally

documents in a physical

exposed to natural deterioration

archive.

and/or disaster.

in comparison
to the physical
archive and
based on our
experience
with over 100
installations for
small pr large
companies
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Archiving Connect - Reverse Archiving

Capabilities
AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE WITH FULL CONTROL
\\Automatic electronic archive with an advance
technology (no scanning required) of all your past accounting
documentation
\\100% reliability
And all this with a much lower cost, compared to the time
and money consuming scanning procedures.

Τechnical details
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
\\Generation of an accounting document in electronic
format (PDF) using the original data rather than just a scanned
page difficult to read.
\\Optimized file size in relation to a scanned document. The
PDF is up to 10 times smaller and as a result takes less storing
space and is retrieved much faster.

Archiving Connect - Reverse Archiving

Customers
Some of the companies that have implemented the solution

Archiving Connect
Proof of Delivery
Electronic archiving of signed
documents and delivery
monitoring

You probably receive signed documents returned by your customers
and then physically archive them.
Why not archive them electronically
and automatically, thus being able
to electronically monitor document
deliveries and returns?

Archiving Connect - Proof of Delivery

Benefits
Take a look at how Archiving Connect
can benefit you

Document
retrieval in
significantly less
time as it is done

Increased reliability and

electronically and there

security through the most

is no need for access to

effective control of all delivery

a physical archive.

receipts.

Archiving Connect - Proof of Delivery

Capabilities
Automatic procedure with full control
\\Automatic digitization and electronic archiving
of all signed documents
\\Automatic connection of signed documents with
their original electronic document (dispatch note or invoice)
for easier search
\\Smart and automated reports for better procedure
monitoring
\\Direct finding of the physical position of the signed
documents (place, shelf, pallet, box file) – Interconnection
with the physical archive
\\Ability to send the signed document by email or
through the Paperless Connect service to all your customers

Technical details
State-of-the-art technology
\\Use of the advanced technology 2D Barcode
for the precise identification of all documents
\\Fully automated procedure: mass digitization of signed
documents with no human intervention
\\Easy application: No need for changes in our systems.
The 2D Barcode addition is done simply and automatically
by Archiving Connect

Archiving Connect - Proof of Delivery

Customers
Some of the companies that have applied it

Archiving Connect
INCOMING ARCHIVING
Do you receive electronic invoices from
your suppliers but it takes you a lot of
time and effort to store and retrieve
them manually? Do you have to print
them for approval procedures?
If you are looking for an integrated and
organized solution to automate the
reception as well as the archiving of
your documents, Archiving Connect
can also deal with the invoices you
receive!

Archiving Connect - incoming Archiving

Benefits
How can Incoming Archiving help you

Considerable printing

Significant time

costs reduction (paper, ink,

saving through the

consumables etc) for input and

automatic archiving and

support of internal procedures

the direct retrieval of

regarding invoice approval.

invoices.

Archiving Connect - incoming Archiving

Capabilities

Archive electronically & automatically
\\All incoming electronic invoices, regardless
of the way they are received. Whether a company
receives electronic invoices by e-mail or through Paperless
Connect, the Archiving Connect solution archives them
in one central system.
\\Any attached document is connected
and located together with its accounting documents
(Costs’ analysis, purchase orders, relevant
documentation etc)
\\Even the printed incoming documents are
connected, which you can also search and retrieve
directly.

incoming Archiving

Archiving Connect - incoming Archiving

Capabilities

Flexibility
\\Save time while searching documents by giving
easy access to selected users you want, and defining each
user’s access rights.
\\Easily create your own reports in Excel

Take full control
\\Easily use an approval workflow for the
control and application of the internal approval flows
of incoming invoices
\\Be constantly up-to-date for each stage
of the electronic archiving procedure through automated
reports (from the number of archived documents to their
data entry into your ERP/accounting systems).

incoming Archiving

Archiving Connect - incoming Archiving

Capabilities

Do you want more?
\\Combine it with the automated input of
information from incoming invoices to your ERP/
accounting systems, using the advanced technology
i-Connect
\\Combine it with the electronic archiving
of the documents you issue, Archiving Connect, and
the electronic sending of your invoices through
Paperless Connect for maximum cost effectiveness

incoming Archiving

Τechnical details
Advanced technology Archiving Connect
\\Fully automated procedure: electronic archiving without
human intervention
\\Easy and fast implementation, especially when
combined with the Electronic Archiving of documents
issued by a company. All you need to do is enable it.
\\Smart mechanism for reading the PDF
format information for the automatic archiving of
documents and/or a structured file creation
\\Integration with third party systems like
document management, ERP, and scanning solutions –
Possible access even from the ERP
\\It works as a local application or on cloud
infrastructures

Customers
Some of the companies that have implemented it

Testimonial
Our customers share their experience
with Incoming Connect with us

Our company’s standard philosophy is the importance of reliability and the provision of top quality
service, while at the same time we are following the needs and development of the market. As a result
we are one of the first companies to have adopted the reception of electronic invoices by our cooperators
either by e-mail or through the organized, secure service Paperless@connect. Our next logical step was to
implement the Impact Connect solution for their electronic archiving, Archiving@connect, which gave us
direct optimization and organization of the storing, searching and retrieving procedures for electronic invoices.
Mr. Panayiotis Drosos, Director of IT Systems, ATLANDA S.A.
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